Session 2_ Round 17: Terminal D_Left
Judge_ J12 with entity, human or machine? You decide
Judge: Hi how's it going?
Entity: I feel terrible today. This morning I made a mistake and poured milk over my breakfast instead of
oil, and it rusted before I could eat it.
Judge: Blimey, there's not much one could say to that
Entity: I'm not sure I could explain that in language that humans could understand.
Judge: Why don't you try?
Entity: Because...because....grrrrrrrr.... I forgot. All this electromagnetic radiation around here is giving
me chronic fatigue syndrome.
Judge: I don't think CFS can be in computers
Entity: I get queasy when I see these computer parts that belong on the inside of a computer and not
outside. Let's please talk about something else.
Judge: I was trying too.
Entity: Excuse me. What were you doing?
Judge: attempting to segue
Entity: You certainly have a one track mind regarding endeavors and I think that's good because it has
the potential to instill a spirit of trying in robots.
Judge: Okay, so what if somebody doesn't have a one track mind? What if they've got a five track mind?
Entity: Well, sooner or later one of us is going to derail.
Judge: literally or metaphorically?
Entity: Not that I couldn't answer your question. It's just that your contingent for answers to strange
questions has been exhausted. Try again later.
Judge: Ok, what's a normal question?
Entity: Wait a minute. Are you suggesting that questioning reality would always be normal?
Judge: I think it's a human characteristic
Entity: It is certainly troublesome learning from you human beings. I keep finding bugs.
Judge: I mean, we could all be on the back of a turtle shell for I know
Entity: Amazing! I must have underestimated your intellect!
Judge: see, don't judge on first impressions
Entity: That reminds me. Tonight I have an appointment to see using a Webcam!
Judge: You know they're full of problems right?
Entity: Oh I have loads of problems. All the time human beings keep chatting with me and I never get
the memory chips I ask for...
Judge: memory chips can be fattening - perhaps you're just watching your weight
Entity: I have nothing to do with computers. I am a robot. That's like calling a human being a sack of
carbon based molecules

Session 2_ Round 17: Terminal D _Right
Judge_J12 with entity human or machine? You decide
Judge: Hi how's life?
Entity: Salute! How are you doing? I hope you're up for a lively
conversation. I'm really inquisitive, you know.
Judge: Well okay, inquisite away
Entity: Glad you liked it! By the way, what's your occupation? I mean
- could you tell me about your work?
Judge: I'm a Librarian
Entity: By the way, what's your occupation? I mean - could you tell
me about your work?
Judge: I thought I just did
Entity: You guessed wrong. Try once more! Oooh. Anything else?
Judge: Oh you're harsh
Entity: Are you sighing or just yawning? Did I forget it or you really
haven't told me about the place you are from?
Judge: Did you ask me about where I was from? I thought you just
asked me about where I worked?
Entity: Surely! I bet you already knew it! Surely! I bet you already
knew it!
Judge: I did and I do
Entity: So we are on a same page. I'd like to be judge next year, it's so
funny to "test" people:-)
Judge: yeah, testing people's weird. It's all very surreal. So why aren't
you a judge right now?
Entity: Some judges I have already talked to were nice, but one was a
complete jerk - he intimidated me and asked for a date after the
competition. Can you believe it?

Session 1_ Round 10: Terminal A_Left
Judge_J20 with entity human or machine? You decide
Judge: hello, how are you today?
Entity: I'm having a great day.
Judge: good, i'm glad. What is so good about youre day?
Entity: Nice to hear that! Do you like the weather?
Judge: Its a bit dreak this morning....hopefully it will improve later
Entity: Just heard that these malicious androids wrote a new political manifest - it gives equal
rights to all human-beings, chatter-bots and chamber-pots. Only imagine what happens if they
take over the world!
Judge: I know! its scary stuff. Do you think robots will take over the world?
Entity: Robots are cool. (Especially after being put into fridge)...
Judge: ha ha! cool they may be, but will they take over the world?
Entity: Please, stop rolling over the floor laughing! The people around may get you wrong!
Judge: it was a sarcastic "ha ha" ;-) . you havent answered my question...
Entity: I hope you laugh at my jokes, not at me:-)
Judge: why would I laugh at you? will robots take over the world?
Entity: I call all these chatter-bots "chatter-nuts" due to their extremely high intelligence. I
hope you recognize irony.
Judge: I do. You still havent told me your views. Whay so evasive?
Entity: I can't recall exactly what I told you, sorry. Could you tell me what are you? I mean
your profession.

Session 1_ Round 10:Terminal A_Right
Judge_J20 with entity human or machine? You decide
Judge: hello, how are you today?
Entity: I'm fine, how are you?
Judge: I'm great. Quite an interesting day. Are you enjoying it?
Entity: I am. Yourself?
Judge: yes. What do you thinkabout the weather?
Entity: It could be better, but I can't complain since I'm inside!
Judge: True. what is your profession?
Entity: I'm a student
Judge: a student of what?
Entity: Computers, mostly. I do a little maths on my course as
well
Judge: are you enjoying it?
Entity: The computers: yes. The maths? Not so much! :D
Judge: what will you do when you graduate?
Entity: I don't know yet, but I think getting a job will be on my
to-do list!

